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After planting the seeds and watching them grow, huge pumpkins appear in a patch. Now we can make pumpkin pie and
jack-o'-lanterns! Planting a garden is so much fun, and this rhyming reader shows us how.
Woodward and McTwee are the silliest of friends. A bird and a hippopotamus could not be more different, but they love
playing hide-and-seek and pulling pranks on each other. Join Woodward and McTwee for a ton of fun with two hilarious
stories!
An upROARiously funny take on following your wildest dreams, from the bestselling creator of Dinosaur Comics Being a
regular old human is kind of a drag. That's why Sal is not going to be a teacher or doctor or lawyer when she grows up.
She is going to grow up to be an awesome Tyrannosaurus Rex. Her brother thinks it's impossible, but Sal sure shows
him! And in the beginning, being a T. Rex is AWESOME. But did you know that it's kind of hard to make friends when you
are a super-giant, super-loud, super-stompy dinosaur? If only there were a way for Sal to be 100% awesome, 100% of
the time... Eisner Award-winning writer Ryan North makes his picture book debut with this bright, bold, and quirky story
about finding--and taming--the beast within.
Wally, Henry, and the rest of the pirate puppies are back for more adventures, this time dealing with some disagreeing
pugs and a stranded situation.
This adorable book all about sloths is perfect for young animal-lovers! This fact-and-photo-filled book features one of the
cutest and most unique animals out there--the sloth! Did you know that sloths sleep up to twenty hours a day? Did you
know they descend from their trees once a week to go to the bathroom? In this nonfiction reader, kids will learn all about
this sleepy, slow-moving mammal.
Readers can watch as Trouble, the cute and furry kitten, gets into a bundle of trouble.
A hilarious book about learning to share from the much-loved, award-winning author and illustrator Aaron Blabey.
Yap, yap, yap! Pug sees Peg through the window. He wants to join her. Why won't anyone take him on a wonderful
snowy walk? Mom is just too comfortable in her recliner. Dad is tired from shoveling. That leaves lazy Tad, who is still
sleeping. Yap, yap
From New York Times bestselling author Mac Barnett and Geisel Award-winning illustrator Greg Pizzoli, an uproarious
early reader series about a mischievous rabbit, a cranky old lady, and a lovable dog. The Lady and Rex have a baseball
game against the Big City Brats. Jack is not allowed to swing the bat, so he is told to be the Bat Boy. That is, until the
Lady Town Ladies and the Big City Brats are tied. It's up to Jack to hit a home run, but on the way to home plate he spots
some snacks . . . Welcome to the laugh-out-loud and irreverent world of Jack, a new early reader series by the New York
Times bestselling and award-winning team of Mac Barnett and Greg Pizzoli.
A hysterical and cautionary tale about stealing the show from the award-winning and bestselling creator of the Pig the Pug series.
Join Richard Scarry's beloved Postman Pig for a day of discovery and adventure! With deliveries to the police station, the doctor's
office, the library, and many more, young readers will see how those in their communities go about the day. This timeless story is,
indeed, a very special delivery. Includes one sheet of stickers!
Pig and PugPenguin
Go nuts for nuts with two silly squirrels in this giggle-inducing counting book from a Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor-winning author
and illustrator! Kids will laugh while learning their numbers with this rhyming leveled reader. From the very beginning the smaller of
the squirrels, certain that they need more nuts, tosses each one into the bigger animal's mouth. The hilarity increases as his mouth
bulges, and the squirrels discover that sometimes there can be too much of a good thing! Jonathan Fenske's comic-like illustration
style and clever easy-to-read text make this counting book a must-have for every young reader's bookshelf.
Presents simple facts about pigs and how to keep them as pets.
Glowing fireflies are a sure sign that it?s summer, but did you know that the greenish light that these bugs emit is meant to attract
a mate? This is just one of the interesting facts that kids will learn about in Fireflies! Includes tips on how to make your yard
fireflyfriendly.
"Pugs from outer space want to steal the meatball that gave Max Meow his superpowers, and it's up to Max and Mindy to stop
them"--
A little girl proudly shows off her reading skills as she spends a day out on the town with her mom. Children are sure to be
delighted as they read along with the narrator in ths fun, rhyming, easy-to-read story.
Sleepy Pig just wants to take a nap, but his barnyard pals have other plans for him in this hilarious early reader. Tired of all the
noise his farm friends are making, Pig hatches an ingenious plan to catch some z’s. But wait, in a surprise ending, Pig learns that
his friends have been planning a birthday party just for him all along. So much for napping! Humorous cartoon illustrations, a fun
story line, and an easily decodable text make for a real treat for new readers. An I Like to Read® book, Guided Reading Level B.
The award-winning I Like to Read© series focuses on guided reading levels A through G, based upon Fountas and Pinnell
standards. Acclaimed author-illustrators—including winners of Caldecott, Theodor Seuss Geisel, and Coretta Scott King
honors—create original, high quality illustrations that support comprehension of simple text and are fun for kids to read with parents,
teachers, or on their own! This Level B book, suitable for kindergarten readers, features short sentences and high-frequency
words. The illustrations provide clues to word meanings. When Level B is mastered, follow up with Level C.
In this sneaky, silly picture book for fans of Oliver Jeffers and Jon Klassen, an intrepid—but not so clever—space explorer is certain he’s found
the only living thing on Mars A young astronaut is absolutely sure there is life to be found on Mars. He sets off on a solitary mission,
determined to prove the naysayers wrong. But when he arrives, equipped with a package of cupcakes as a gift, he sees nothing but a nearly
barren planet. Finally, he spies a single flower and packs it away to take back to Earth as proof that there is indeed life on Mars. But as he
settles in for the journey home, he cracks open his cupcakes—only to discover that someone has eaten them all! Readers will love being in on
the secret: Unbeknownst to the explorer, a Martian has been wandering through the illustrations the whole time—and he got himself a
delicious snack along the way.
Someone is taking bites out of this book! And we have a feeling a certain mischievous goat has something to do with it... A goat is on the
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loose and is taking bites out of everything, even pages of this book! Join the fun in this story perfect for early readers
From the award-winning creator of Pig the Pug comes another laugh-out-loud book, filled with holiday cheer!
The stars of Jonathan Fenske's 2016 Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor book, A Pig, a Fox, and a Box, are back in a stinky adventure. Now
available in Step into Reading, the premier leveled reader line! First, Fox tries to prank Pig with a "gift" of stinky socks hidden in a box. Then
he hides another pair in Pig's slop. As always, the mischief winds up backfiring, and Fox becomes his own victim. With comical art and simple
language, Pig and Fox's shenanigans in this Step 2 reader will continue to crack kids up. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short
sentences to tell simple stories, for children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Rhyme and rhythmic text
paired with picture clues help children decode the story. Series Overview- Since 1984, Step Into Reading has set the standard. Random
House was the first trade publisher to implement a leveling system that recognized the developmental stages of beginning readers; offer a
reader series as original paperbacks; and publish a mix of original and licensed titles. The line includes exciting fiction and non-fiction, favorite
characters and innovative line extensions such as Non-Fiction Readers, Comic Readers, Math Readers, Phonics Readers, and Sticker
Books. Step Into Reading is a complete literacy program with something for every child.
What a bad, bat cat! He tears the pillows, he eats the plants, and he even scratches the furniture. He just won't behave! But his family loves
him anyway. The simple and repetitive text will provide new readers with a true sense of accomplishment when they finish this book all by
themselves. The adorable and quirky illustrations bring this frisky, troublemaking feline to life.
Who doesn't love unlikely animals friendships! This adorable story is now in Step into Reading, the premier early reader line. Pig lives on a
farm with lots of other animals. All the animals have friends, but Pig does not. One day a new animal comes to the farm. Pug has a curly tail
like Pig. Pug plays in the mud like Pig. Pug even snorts like Pig. Pug is not a pig, but maybe, just maybe, Pig and Pug can be friends! Step 1
Readers feature big type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the story. For children
who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading.
Pug is happy at home until Pig arrives, when he must share his bowl, his yard, and even his bed, but just as Pug is packing his belongings to
leave things change for the better.
An award-winning collection of 50 illustrated jokes perfect for little comedians to practice their funny stuff. Nothing brings people together like
sharing a good giggle. And according to smarty-pants doctors and researchers, telling jokes is linked to higher intelligence, creativity,
sociability, empathy, and self-esteem in kids. That’s why the folks at Wee Society created this artfully designed book of jokes and pictures.
Inside you’ll find: • Tips for just-right joke telling • A spot for recording people’s reactions • A joke to illustrate • And more Perfect for parents
who laugh with their kids, ideal for happy occasions of all kinds, Wee Hee Hee is a joyful book that kids will read over and over again!
Follow the United States women's national soccer team as they go for fold!
Provides information about puppies to teach children how to take good care of their pets, including physical
characteristics and behaviors.
Turtle and Snake are ready for summer and their first stop is the beach. They're going to look for seashells, surf, and
enter the big sand castle contest. But every time they turn around, their sand castle gets wiped out by the waves. Will
they be able to build a new one in time for the contest?
The Cat looks at animals that are not easy to see! The Cat in the Hat introduces young readers to the concept of
camouflage—a type of adaptation that helps animals survive. Children will learn how some animals change color to blend
in with their surroundings, how some disguise themselves by matching the shape or texture of their environment, and
how others use their coloring to make it hard for predators to see the outlines of their bodies. Examples include well-
known animals like zebras, crocodiles, polar bears, and penguins, as well as lesser-known ones like tailor ants, decorator
crabs, stick insects, and more! Ideal for supporting the Common Core State Standards, and a natural for fans of the hit
PBS Kids show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That!, this is a great way to introduce beginning readers to science
and nonfiction!
Hedge-Hedgey-Hedgehogs is a unique and adorable book perfect for young readers! Learn about hedgehogs in this fact-
and-photo-filled book that is just as cute as the animals themselves! Did you know that the name for a baby hedgehog is
a hoglet? Or that hedgehogs make good pets because they prey on common garden pests? This nonfiction reader will
teach kids how to take good care of these unique creatures.
A fun and creative answer to the question "what would YOU do if you had a jetpack?" perfect for fans of Boy and Bot and
How to Train a Train. Having a jetpack is fun--if you know what to do with one. If you had a jetpack, you could: • Teach
your brother how to build one too. • Demonstrate its usefulness at Show and Share Time at school. • Give your principal
a ride home. • Fly south to visit your nana. • Visit the astronauts on the space station and help with anything that needed
fixing. Join one inventive little rabbit as he and his brother put their new jetpack to good use! "An energetic, crowd-
pleasing read-aloud that can be revisited again and again."--SLJ "This vivid picture book will leave kids longing for
jetpacks, while taking off on their own flights of fancy."--Booklist
Feeling lonely at his farm home where all the other animals already have friends, Pig is fascinated by furry newcomer
Pug, who, like Pig, enjoys playing in the mud, snorting and waggling a curly tail. Simultaneous.
When Froggy wonders what he is best at (soccer? swimming? surfing?), he discovers that the question may be more
difficult to answer than he thought, and after a few funny mishaps, Froggy is determined to figure it out! Simultaneous.
After the 2004 tsunami in Southeast Asia, a little hippo named Owen was discovered orphaned and alone, far from home.
Come read the true and heartwarming story of the animal sanctuary that provided a new home for Owen, where he found
an unlikely best friend in a 130- year-old tortoise named Mzee.
These silly squirrels are feeling a bit too nutty! The same squirrels of We Need More Nuts! have been eating nothing but
nuts ever since--and now they're sick of them! Nuts in milkshakes, nuts in stew, nuts in pancakes. How will they ever be
able to get rid of them all? Unless, of course, you'd like to take some off their paws... Breaking the fourth wall throughout
the story, Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor-winning author and illustrator Jonathan Fenske's comic-like illustration style and
clever, easy-to-read text make this hilarious book a must-have for every young reader's shelf.
A young bug takes a buggy bath, collects his teddy bug, gets a buggy hug from Mama Bug, and snuggles into his tissue-box bed.
But he is soon startled by the appearance of a big moving creature! What could it be?
Like all adventurous cowgirls, Nellie Sue loves to go camping--and it's time to try her skills in the wild outdoors. But, when night
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falls and the woods come alive with creaking noises, these happy campers aren't so happy anymore! Nellie Sue must use her
biggest cowgirl courage to make it through the night with a smile on her face. With playful, simple text and a super sweet ending,
this Level 2 reader is a perfect choice for children beginning to read.
After finding a box just the right size to hide in, a little fox tries to play some tricks on his big friend, Pig, but things do not work out
exactly as he planned.
Learn all about hamsters in this fact-and-photo-filled book for young readers! Their tiny feet scamper across cages and sprint on
exercise wheels. Their little noses sniff the air and their whiskers twitch as they stuff their cheeks with food. As some of the most
adorable members of the rodent family, hamsters make very popular pets. Especially in the classroom! In this nonfiction reader,
kids will learn all about how to care for these cute critters.
Mo Willems meets Dr. Seuss! This is the sweet story of a lonely balloon falling in love with a lively kite, and the adventures they
share high in the air--flipping, dipping, spinning, and playing in the clouds. With bright and bold graphics, this accessible Level 2
reader, which is available in both hardcover and paperback, is one that parents and children will read over and over again!
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